
1.  Mark position on ground for the socket.�

2.  Excavate the hole to take socket and ground lock tube.�

3.  Place the ground socket into the hole and ensure that the socket is level with�
the top of the hole.�

4.  Mix the concrete taking care to make sure the mix is not too wet as a fairly�
firm mix is essential to support the ground lock tube.�

5.  With the socket in place half fill the hole tamping the concrete around the base.�

6.  Insert the lock bolt through the eye welded to the post and lock into the ground�
lock tube.�Fit the yellow plastic cap to prevent concrete and dirt damaging the�
lock.�  Now place the post into the socket, continue to fill around the post and�
ground tube ensuring the ground tube is level with the top of the ground socket�
and post is level and upright.  For safety reasons no ground components should�
protrude.�

Bulldog SA5 Removable Security Post Instructions�

Fitting�

We have taken every care in the design and manufacture�
of this security device and we believe that it is an�
effective deterrent.  However we cannot guarantee that it�
will resist the efforts of the most determined thief, and as�
such we do not accept any liability for loss or damage�
    caused by theft, vandalism or other illegal�
            activity against property to which this�
     this device is fitted.�
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WARNING:�

1.  For maximum security you are advised to site the post on a concrete or tarmacadam site - ‘NOT ON LOOSE�
GROUND’.�

2.  always remember to replace a ground socket metal cover when the post is removed.�

3.  Fit protective cap to Lock Bolt to prevent ingress of dirt or water.�

Lock Lubrication.�
IMPORTANT - To ensure free movement of the lock, spray outside of lock�
body with WD40 (or equivalent) minimum every four months.�

Key Security.  Enter your key number here:�
IMPORTANT - Your Bulldog product is supplied with two keys.  Make a�
note of your personal key number in the space provided above and�keep it�
in a safe place.�  Should you lose your keys, replacements can only be�
obtained from the manufacturer through your dealer.�

This product is guaranteed for 12 months from the date of purchase.  In the unlikely event of a manufacturing fault arising with the product, Bulldog will replace or repair�
the product free of charge.  This guarantee is only valid if the product has been used as directed and a valid proof of purchase is provided.  This does not affect your�
statutory rights.�


